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Strike Eagle Flying The F 15e In The Gulf War
In January and February 1991, Central Command Air Forces (CENTAF) conducted an air-toground onslaught against Iraq's Republican Guard. The requirements of this operation
conflicted with several aspects of the U.S. Air Force's preparations for a European
battleground. The low-altitude tactics CENTAF crews had practiced for the previous decade
and a half were unsuitable for the task at hand. This study examines how effectively CENTAF
adjusted air operations against the Republican Guards to the changing realities of combat. The
extent to which existing USAF doctrine prepared CENTAF for this operation provides a
baseline for the amount of adaptation required. The subsequent narrative identifies tactical
innovations developed during the operation, the main elements of adaptive process, those
factors that helped and hindered the process, and the sources of CENTAF's innovations. Initial
F-16 and B-52 attacks on the Republican Guard registered little success. In response,
CENTAF launched six significant tactical innovations in one week: A-10 deep interdiction, A-10
reconnaissance, F- 16 Killer Scout operations, F-16 forward basing, F-111 and F-15E "Tank
Plinking," and the use of cockpit videotape as a bomb damage assessment (BDA) source.
These innovations required CENTAF aviators to create new tactics as they conducted
operations. CENTAF's effectiveness against the Guard divisions improved, resulting in greater
destruction of Iraqi forces. Critically weakened by air attack, the two Guard divisions that stood
and fought were annihilated during the campaign's ground phase. CENTAF's adaptation to the
realities of war in the Gull, accomplished with impressive speed, was facilitated by four
conditions.
Read what military pilots have to say about flying some of the most incredible fighting aircraft
ever built. "It's like a $20 million strap on carnival ride," - AH-64 Apache Pilot "I had high
expectations, and it's beat eery one of those. The whole jet is awesome." - F/A-18F Super
Hornet pilot. The role of the pilot has changed hugely in the last sixty years of military aviation.
Jet pilots in the 1960s, flying types such as the Harrier and F-102, would have spent a huge
portion of their concentration just keeping the aircraft under control. That left little spare mental
capacity to locate and engage the enemy. Today, the opposite is true. Computers have made
flying so simple that it is now considered very easy to fly the SAAB Gripen or Lockheed Martin
F-35 Lightning II, allowing the pilot to focus fully on his or her mission. G-Force Flying the
World's Greatest Aircraft is a celebration of the experience of flying some of aviation's most
spectacular, powerful, and dangerous machines, from early jet fighters such as the F-86 Sabre
and MiG-15 to today's F-22 Raptor and Eurofighter Typhoon. Packed with first-hand interviews
with test and combat pilots from the world's air forces, and illustrated with extensively
researched and striking imagery, G-Force Flying the World's Greatest Aircraft is thrilling ride
alongside the pilots who fly the aircraft every day. Featuring first-hand accounts of combat over
Korea in the MiG-15, endurance missions in the B-2, and bombing Iraqi targets in the Tornado,
this book puts the reader directly in the pilot's seat, and will appeal to aviation enthusiasts of all
ages.
Now, for the first time, an insider's look at an Air Force combat wing -- the planes, the
technology, and the people . . . with Tom Clancy as your guide. Tom Clancy's previous
explorations of America's armed forces, Submarine and Armored Cav, revealed exclusive,
never-before-seen information an the people and technology that protect our nation. Now, the
acclaimed author of Clear and Present Danger and Debt of Honor takes to the skies with the
U. S. Air Force's elite: the Fighter Wing. With his compelling style and unerring eye for detail,
Clancy captures the thrill of takeoff, the drama of the dogfight, and the relentless dangers our
fighter pilots face every day of their lives . . . showing readers what it really means to be the
best of the best. Fighter Wing includes: Detailed analyses of the Air Force's premier fighter
planes, including the F-15 Eagle Exclusive photographs, illustrations, and diagrams An
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insider's look at the people behind the planes and weapons Combat strategies and training
techniques used by the U. S. Air Force
"Mid-flight noncombat mishaps and blunders occur frequently in the USAF during training and
utility flights. The events surrounding such accidents are gathered by USAF investigators and a
report is published for each case. The author has collected these reports and rewritten them in
language accessible to the general public"-Examines the capabilities and costs of the fighter force fielded under the DOD's FY 2009
plans.
With its twin tail, the F-15 Eagle is probably the most recognizable military jet fighter in the
skies today, and is undoubtedly the most successful jet fighter of all time, having never been
shot down in combat. Flown not only by the US Air Force but by the air forces of Israel, Saudi
Arabi and even Japan, and, with almost 30 years service, the F-15 is the world's leading
operational air superiority and interceptor. Steve Davies and Doug Dildy draw on a vast array
of sources including combat records, technical documents, and unpublished first-hand
accounts from the pilots themselves to tell the story of this amazing plane, detailing such
incredible feats as the Israeli F-15 which was successfully landed despite losing a wing.
Containing over 100 breathtaking color photographs and comprising detailed technical
information, this definitive history and guide to the world's most successful jet fighter is a "must
have" for anyone interested in modern aviation.
The F-15E Strike Eagle has been at the center of every single conflict in which the US has
been involved since 1990. This remarkable aircraft has repeatedly struck targets where no
other Coalition, NATO or US fighter has been able to go, breaking records for combat
endurance and effectiveness. In the last decade, the Strike Eagle has been consistently
upgraded to accommodate the latest weapons and electronic equipment. This book provides a
thorough study of this versatile strike aircraft, as well as exploring its role in Operation Desert
Storm (aka The Persian Gulf War, 1990-1991) and, more recently, the Balkans (1991-1995),
Afghanistan (2001-present) and Iraq (2003-present).
The third book in Professor Christian Potholm’s war trilogy (which includes Winning at War
and War Wisdom), Understanding War provides a most workable bibliography dealing with the
vast literature on war and warfare. As such, it provides insights into over 3000 works on this
overwhelmingly extensive material. Understanding War is thus the most comprehensive
annotated bibliography available today. Moreover, by dividing war material into eighteen
overarching themes of analysis and fifty seminal topics, and focusing on these, Understanding
War enables the reader to access and understand the broadest possible array of materials
across both time and space, beginning with the earliest forms of warfare and concluding with
the contemporary situation. Stimulating and thought-provoking, this volume is essential for an
understanding of the breadth and depth of the vast scholarship dealing with war and warfare
through human history and across cultures.
Hand-picked, pressure-tested, and full of astronaut gung ho, the young pilots of Eye of the
Viper are poised for the toughest assignment of their career: the exhaustive six-month training
course at Arizona's Luke Air Force Base, at a cost of $2 million each. Luke, the world's largest
fighter wing, is the only F-16 fighter training base in the United States, and each year it
produces one thousand pilots who will fly the F-16 from Korea to Afghanistan to Iraq. But being
among the elite pilots who are selected for the course is by no means a guarantee that they
will earn the right to fly the F-16. Only a few select individuals will have what it takes. Awardwinning journalist Peter Aleshire provides a full blast of the rigors and intensity of the
course--the personalities, the incredible machines, the irreverence, the bravado, and the
toughness, not only of the hand-picked students seeking a place in the warrior subculture, but
of the veteran pilots who must teach them how to stay alive.
Describes the characteristics of the A-10 Warthog, recounts its role in the Persian Gulf War,
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and shares the impressions and experiences of Gulf War pilots.
The UK has some of the most dramatic landscapes for NATO pilots to exercise the
increasingly important military art of high-speed low flying. It also offers splendid opportunities
for photography of close-up dramatic shots taken from the hillsides and mountains of Wales,
Scotland and other steep terrain within the UK. Pilots training for operations in Afghanistan,
Iraq and other potential war zones, learn their skills flying through the valleys of the UK at near
subsonic speed. For the legions of enthusiastic aviation photographers, thousands of whom
can be seen at air shows, it provides ideal viewpoints.This book contains firsthand accounts
from the pilots and expert advice for the photographer, together with stunning close-up color
photos of the aircraft flying at eye-level and sometimes below the camera. It has the full
support of the Royal Air Force and articles by the leading photographers in this field.
Three Air Force documents provide unique information about USAF operations of the F-15E
Strike Eagle Dual-Role Fighter Aircraft.Contents: Operations Procedures * Aircrew Evaluation
Criteria * Aircrew TrainingChapter 1 * GENERAL GUIDANCE * 1.1. Abbreviations, Acronyms,
and Terms * 1.2. Responsibilities * 1.3. Waivers * 1.4. Deviations * 1.5. Processing Changes *
Chapter 2 * MISSION PLANNING * 2.1. Responsibilities * 2.2. General Procedures * 2.3. Unit
Developed Checklists and Local Aircrew Aids * 2.4. Flight Material Preparation * 2.5. Fuel
Conservation * 2.6. Preflight Brief * 2.7. Postflight Debrief * Chapter 3 * NORMAL OPERATING
PROCEDURES * Section 3A--Ground Operations * 3.1. Preflight * 3.2. Ground Visual Signals *
3.3. Taxi and Quick Check/Arming * 3.4. Flight Lineup * 3.5. Before Takeoff Checks * Section
3B--Takeoff and Departure * 3.6. Takeoff * 3.7. Formation Takeoff * 3.8. Initial Join-up and
Rejoins * Section 3C--Enroute * 3.9. Formation, General * 3.10. Formation Deconfliction * 3.11.
Chase Formation * 3.12. Show Formation * 3.13. Maneuvering Parameters * 3.14. GAwareness Exercise * 3.15. Radio Procedures * 3.16. Air Refueling * 3.17. Low Altitude
Procedures * 3.18. General TF System Operations * 3.19. Fuel Requirements * Section
3D--Recovery and Landing * 3.20. Overhead Traffic Patterns * 3.21. Tactical Overhead Traffic
Patterns * 3.22. Low Approaches * 3.23. Landing * 3.24. Touch-and-Go Landings * 3.25.
Closed Traffic Patterns * 3.26. Back Seat Approaches and Landings * 3.27. Formation
Approaches and Landings * 3.28. After Shutdown Procedures * Section 3E--Night Procedures
* 3.29. Night Ground Operations * 3.30. Night Takeoff * 3.31. Night Join-Up * 3.32. Night
Formation Procedures * 3.33. Night TF Operations * 3.34. NVG Procedures * 3.35. Night
Landing * Section 3F--Miscellaneous Procedures * 3.36. Change of Aircraft Control * 3.37. Ops
Checks * 3.38. F-15E Crew Duties * 3.39. Identification Friend or Foe/Selective Identification
Feature (IFF/SIF) * Chapter 4--INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES * 4.1. General * 4.2. Takeoff
and Join-Up * 4.3. Trail Procedures * 4.4. Formation Split-Up * 4.5. Formation Penetration *
4.6. IMC Lead Change * 4.7. Approach Procedures * Chapter 5 * AIR-TO-AIR WEAPONS
EMPLOYMENT * 5.1. References * 5.2. Simulated Gun Employment * 5.3. Maneuvering
Limitations * Chapter 6 * AIR-TO-SURFACE WEAPONS EMPLOYMENT * 6.1. References *
6.2. Simulated Attacks against Off-Range or Manned Targets * 6.3. Pop-Up Attacks * 6.4. TF
System Delivery Procedures * 6.5. Night and IMC Surface Attack Range Procedures * MUCH
MORE

From Topgun to Squadron Command You’re in the cockpit of the legendary F-14
Tomcat fighter, blazing along at twice the speed of sound seven miles above the ocean
and the carrier that hurled you off its deck. You’re practicing dogfighting with
“aggressors,” guys on your side flying F-16s. You’re patrolling the tense skies above
Iraq, and with the push of a button you can launch the 100-mile Phoenix missile that
can blow a foe to scrap before you even see him. You are an expert in fighter tactics
and aircraft carrier operations, and it all leads to your command of an F-14 fighter
squadron of more than three hundred people. Sounds like a week’s worth of
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daydreams, but it’s all real-life in the career of Dave “Bio” Baranek, and he shares it
with you in the exciting, superbly crafted new book, Tomcat Rio. Dave – callsign “Bio” –
pulled his readers into the exciting world of the F-14 and the Navy’s TOPGUN program
with his popular books Topgun Days and Before Topgun Days. Now he’s back with the
rest of the story, as he reaches the top level of expertise and proves it, not just in
graded competitions but also where it counts, where you shoot at them and they shoot
at you. Dave also shares the challenges he faced. A deadly foe called complacency.
Learning a whole new mission late in his career. The unexpected trials that come with
leading a squadron in the dynamic environment of Naval Aviation. This third volume is
full of adventures, lessons, and inspiration. If you are a casual reader, you’ll turn the
last page as a dedicated Tomcat fan. To make it all even more real, Tomcat Rio
includes dozens of Bio’s best and most acclaimed photos. Photographer George Hall
hailed one shot as “one of the best Tomcat photos ever taken.” In words and pictures,
Bio immerses you in rich detail. He pipes you aboard as a member of an F-14
squadron. You share the camaraderie of Type A personalities. You plan risky missions,
going toe-to-toe against America’s most volatile foes. You can almost smell the
pungent jet exhaust, almost feel the gut-wrenching G’s of a dogfight, as Tomcat Rio
pitches you into the thick of it as only Bio can tell it. Strap in! You’re going for one
fantastic ride.
First flying in 1972, the McDonnell Douglas F-15 Eagle has transitioned from a true air
superiority fighter into an all-weather strike aircraft. Thus far, the aircraft has compiled
one of the most enviable records of a post-Vietnam fighter, logging more than 100
victories and no losses in air-to-air combat. The bulk of the fighter aircraft operated by
the USAF in Vietnam had been conceived during the Cold War as interceptors against
nuclear-armed Soviet bombers. This strategy involved high-altitude, high-speed, air-toair missile armament, and a long range. Utilizing these aircraft in Vietnam, with visual
engagement rules, pointed to the shortcomings of the planning. Though both the F-105
and F-4 were deployed to Vietnam, neither were truly optimized for the role that they
were forced into. Further shortcomings of the then-current fighter strategy was revealed
in July 1967 when the Soviet's unveiled the MiG-25 Foxbat. The Foxbat was a twin tail,
twin engine fighter aircraft capable of Mach 2.8. The US Air Force responded with
renewed interest in what was then known as the F-X program. This program had begun
as an effort to develop a multirole aircraft with variable geometry wings. After briefly
considering a lightweight, single engine fighter, a concept discarded in light of the
shortcomings of the F-104, Project Definition Phase (PDP) contracts were issued to
Fairchild-Republic, McDonnell Douglas, and North American Rockwell on December
30, 1968. After considering the proposals advanced by all three firms, a design and
development contract was issued to McDonnell Douglas for the aircraft that would be
designated F-15.
The definitive biography of one of history's greatest generals
Jennifer Goode is a beautiful girl in her mid-twenties with blond hair. Jenn wants to be a
fighter pilot, and she never does anything halfway. She fights her way to the top, flying
the F-15E Strike Eagle, the most powerful fighter in the world. Jenn checks out as a
flight leader better than most men ever dream of, just in time to fight the War on Terror.
On a mission in Afghanistan, she finds herself assigned to save four Special Forces
troopers and one CIA agent. Desperate men sent deep into enemy territory, they are
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surrounded by thousands of al-Qaeda fanatics that want to parade them on TV-dead.
To keep them alive she has to pull out all the stops, break almost every rule in the
book, and find a courage that few men have.
During the Second World War, a B-17 tailgunner had a one-in-four chance of survival
during his standard twenty-five-mission tour. Valor, Guts, and Luck is the story of Staff
Sergeant Lowell ôSlatsö Slayton (1923û2013), who beat those odds. An
underprivileged kid from Fargo, North Dakota, Slayton was a high school senior the day
the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor. Drawn to the glamour of the ôwild blue yonderö
made famous by newsreels, he joined the Army Air Force. Eventually he found himself
on an unlucky thirteenth mission to the main FW-190 fighter-aircraft plant in
Oschersleben, Germany. After being hit by a rocket, his plane left the protection of the
formation and was immediately attacked by a swarm of fighter-aircraft, resulting in
damage that forced a crash landing in Germany. Slayton, though wounded, survived
the crash landing and spent time in three hospitals and two POW camps and then
endured a 300-plus mile trek from Poland to western Germany during one of the
coldest winters on record. Through SlaytonÆs recollections, William L. Smallwood
conveys the riveting tales of life in the Air Corps, aerial combat, and the horrific
experiences of a prisoner of war. Through it all, SlaytonÆs valor, guts, and luck made it
possible for him to enjoy a homecoming after the war.
During Operation Desert Storm, Captain Keith Rosenkranz piloted his F-16 "Viper" in
30 combat missions. Here he recounts these experiences in searing, "you-are-there"
detail, giving readers one of the most riveting depictions ever written of man and
machine at war.
The acclaimed anthology with contributions from best-selling authors Walter J. Boyne,
Eddie Rickenbacker, and Robert Mason
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING MEMOIR OF 21ST-CENTURY AIR
COMBAT, BY "ONE OF THE DECORATED PILOTS IN AIR FORCE HISTORY" (NEW
YORK POST) 151 combat missions 21 hard kills on surface -to -air missile sites 4
Distinguished Flying Crosses with Valor 1 Purple Heart First into a war zone, flying
behind enemy lines to purposely draw fire, the wild weasels are elite fighter squadrons
with the most dangerous job in the Air Force One of the greatest aviation memoirs ever
written, Viper Pilot is an Air Force legend's thrilling eyewitness account of modern air
warfare. For twenty years, Lieutenant Colonel Dan Hampton was a leading member of
the Wild Weasels, logging 608 combat hours in the world's most iconic fighter jet: the
F-16 "Fighting Falcon," or "Viper." He spearheaded the 2003 invasion of Iraq, leading
the first flight of fighters over the border en route to strike Baghdad. Earlier, on 9/11,
Hampton's father was inside the Pentagon when it was attacked; with his dad's fate
unknown, Hampton was scrambled into American skies and given the unprecedented
orders to shoot down any unidentified aircraft. Viper Pilot is an unforgettable look into
the closed world of fighter pilots and modern air combat.
Inside the cockpit of one of the world's most advanced fighters
The air campaign that opened the Gulf War in January 1991 was one of the most
stunning in history. For five weeks, American and other Coalition aircraft pounded
enemy targets with 88,000 tons of bombs. Sorties—more than 100,000 of them—were
launched from bases in Saudi Arabia, from aircraft carriers in the Persian Gulf and Red
Sea, and even from bases in the United States. The skies over Iraq and Kuwait were
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filled with a dizzying array of new and improved weapons—Tomahawk and Hellfire
missiles, stealth aircraft, and laser-guided smart bombs—and the results were
impressive. The Coalition swiftly established air superiority and laid the foundation for
the successful five-day ground campaign that followed. The results were also highly
visible as the American people watched the bombings unfold in grainy green videogame-like footage broadcast on CNN and the nightly news. The overwhelming success
of the Desert Storm air campaign has made it influential ever since, from the “shock
and awe” bombing during the Iraq War in 2003 to more recent drone operations, but
the apparent ease with which the campaign was won has masked the difficulty—and the
true achievement—of executing such a vast and complex operation. Using government
reports, scholarly studies, and original interviews, Jim Corrigan reconstructs events
through the eyes of not only the strategists who planned it, but also the pilots who flew
the missions.
The U.S. Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps are in the process of replacing the bulk of
today¿s fighter aircraft ¿ most of which were purchased in the 1980s ¿ with new
F/A-18E/F, F-22, and F-35 (Joint Strike Fighter) aircraft. Although current procurement
plans call for the purchase of about 2,500 aircraft over the next 25 years, the services
are projecting that those purchases will not keep pace with the need to retire today¿s
aircraft as they reach the limit of their service life. This study examines the capabilities
and costs of the fighter force under DoD plans and the potential implications for DoD¿s
long-term budget and inventory levels if planned purchases of new aircraft are
insufficient to maintain fighter inventories called for by current service requirements.
This spectacularly illustrated volume follows the design, manufacture, and performance
of the F-15 from its first appearance in 1972 through its service today.
“A brilliantly conceived page-turner.”—Eric Schlosser, author of Fast Food Nation and
Command and Control “I couldn’t put the book down, reading most of it in the course
of one increasingly intense evening. If fear of nuclear war is going to keep you up at
night, at least it can be a page-turner.”—New Scientist America lost 1.4 million citizens
in the North Korean attacks of March 2020. This is the final, authorized report of the
government commission charged with investigating the calamity. “The skies over the
Korean Peninsula on March 21, 2020, were clear and blue.” So begins this sobering
report on the findings of the Commission on the Nuclear Attacks against the United
States, established by law by Congress and President Donald J. Trump to investigate
the horrific events of the next three days. An independent, bipartisan panel led by
nuclear expert Jeffrey Lewis, the commission was charged with finding and reporting
the relevant facts, investigating how the nuclear war began, and determining whether
our government was adequately prepared for combating a nuclear adversary and
safeguarding U.S. citizens. Did President Trump and his advisers understand North
Korean views about nuclear weapons? Did they appreciate the dangers of provoking
the country’s ruler with social media posts and military exercises? Did the tragic
milestones of that fateful month—North Korea's accidental shoot-down of Air Busan
flight 411, the retaliatory strike by South Korea, and the tweet that triggered vastly more
carnage—inevitably lead to war? Or did America’s leaders have the opportunity to avert
the greatest calamity in the history of our nation? Answering these questions will not
bring back the lives lost in March 2020. It will not rebuild New York, Washington, or the
other cities reduced to rubble. But at the very least, it might prevent a tragedy of this
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magnitude from occurring again. It is this hope, more than any other, that inspired The
2020 Commission Report.
Originally designed by McDonnell Douglas, the airframe of the F-15 has proved to be
one of the most versatile to be produced during the latter years of the Twentieth
Century. The aircraft has proved itself to be an outstanding air superiority and
interceptor fighter and in its Strike Eagle form, a world-beating all-weather groundattack platform for a wide variety of sophisticated air-to-ground weapon systems. The
Eagle continues to play a key role wherever U.S. and NATO forces are called upon and
where control of the skies is an imperative part of the mission. The aircraft also serve
with the air forces of Israel, Japan, Egypt and Saudi Arabia. This is the perfect
introductory book for the general reader, enthusiast and modeler alike wishing to find a
succinct yet detailed introduction to the design and history of the F-15. Why was the
aircraft conceived? What was it like to fly on a mission? Who were the people who
designed it and became famous for flying it? What were its virtues and vices? These
and many more questions are answered here, plus a host of illustrations that show
variations of color schemes used in different operational theatres and rare photographs
taken when the heat was on.
An inside account of seven defining Special Operations missions includes Bat-21, the
Vietnam War's longest search and rescue mission; Operation Eagle Claw, the costly
operation to retrieve American hostages in Iran; and Basher 52, a mission to rescue a
captain shot down over Bosnia's no-fly zone. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent
reviews of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical
solutions help you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
Society rogue Sebastian Reyne's search for a practical wife comes to a crashing halt
when he dances with the effervescent Hope Merridew--and is seduced into a delicious
intrigue of sensuality and desire.
This bibliography lists published and printed unit histories for the United States Air
Force and Its Antecedents, including Air Divisions, Wings, Groups, Squadrons, Aviation
Engineers, and the Women's Army Corps.
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